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Dear Principals,
Deeply ingrained success mechanism permeates our culture, and everyday, you lcrow,
we have

been trying for it. It needs:

01.

We must not allow ourselves to be railroaded into failure mechanism, come what
may.

02'

our thoughts, our concepts, our images arrd our academic success are our assets. Let us

endeavour hard develop and achieve them.

03'

Our images sustain us in successful living, so let us learn to declare wa-r on failure
mechanism
and win the war in the batfleheld of our mind. our mind is a battlefreld,
*. win, well
experience peace of mind and happiness.
";1i

04'

our infantry, crawling through the underbrush, seeking contact with failure enemy, creeping
through the darlcress behind lines to discover positions,-is'our awareness of the importance
of
our thinking and our mental imagrng

05.

n of success philosophy, our setting of goals,
our air power is our work to strengthen our

06'

our Navy call not transport troops to success, until it has located our failure enemy
- failure
mechanism. Before we can go forward in ris war, we ltrust discard tt is
aoisrn of failure in
-e"t
must be brought to light and exposed for
ess as human beings, offensive obsessions
of our children for tlee happiness that is

To crush failure and replace it with success this requires a war. A vital
war with the strident
advances and efforts that are being made for you from this ."a, yo"
can say that a success is mightier

than anything.
our KVs

So, let us declare a war on failure. Let us resolve timely that our aim is
destruction of failure in
- after then, success and happiness. Then, full living. itri" i" enough to fiIl heart wit1. unending

happiness, and live life fully.

and

o withstand

XII

missing

the

#h fffffi:

pass result in Class X
in our mind' It has been

O%o

No failure at all, in the background of the above, is acceptable
for the year for Class XII and X.
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01.

The Assistant Commissioners, KVS, RO

war and exterminate failure from their
02.

Mkl.
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